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Abstract - High performance is always a desired objective in computing systems. Managing performance through manual
intervention is a well-known and obvious mechanism. The attempts to self-manage performance with minimal human
intervention are predominant in the recent advances of research. Control Systems theory is playing a significant role in
building such intelligent and autonomic computing systems. We are investigating in building Intelligent Application Servers
by enabling control system as a first class feature in component software, at design time and runtime. In this direction, it is
important to build efficient data access mechanisms that capture the control system models, performance data, analyze the
data efficiently, identify patterns and build a knowledge base. In this paper we propose a data organization and architecture
as a building block of developing Intelligent Application Servers.
Keywords - self-managing performance; Intelligent Application Servers; Control Systems; modeling and data architecture;

I.

performance of web servers [4][5], web services [6],
web caching [7][8], EJB Servers [9], JMS Servers
[10], JDBC drivers [11][12]. Most of such solutions
are specific to the components in the Enterprise
Application Server stack. Although the controllers,
control algorithms are important in building selfmanaging computing systems, it is even more
necessary to provide simple, faster, efficient data
organization mechanisms that support generic data
modeling, data analysis, and pattern identification
mechanisms and construct knowledge base. In this
paper we address the above said issues by a simple
Data Architecture for efficient functioning of these
controllers. The proposed Data Architecture is a
building block of a bigger research problem where we
are investigating to build an Expert Control System
for Application Servers [13][14].

INTRODUCTION

High performance is most desired non-functional
requirement of any computing system. The rapidly
increasing usage of IT resources triggered selfmanaging and self-correcting IT architectures from
hardware to the application layer. Such self-managing
and self-correcting solutions are referred as
Autonomic Computing. There are various solutions in
providing such autonomic and self-managing
mechanisms in the recent research investigations [1].
Control Systems is obvious choice due to the inherent
feedback and adaptive control capabilities to build
such autonomic IT systems [2], supported by
mathematical foundations. Control Systems proved
successful applications in networking, database
systems, and data centers. There is a great emphasis
of control systems application in application layer
involving Application and Web Servers [3]. Most of
the research is around using classic controllers,
building hybrid
controllers
for
automated
performance management. In this paper we intend to
exploit generic modeling and data architecture
providing simple ways to model, capture, organize
and analyze the real time data that help in building
more robust self-managing abilities in Application
Servers.

III. INTELLIGENT CONTROL
ARCHITECTURE – OVERVIEW
The Fig 1 below shows Intelligent Control
Architecture consisting of Data Architecture block in
the outer loop and a Feedback block in the inner loop.
The Feedback block consists of a set of classic
controllers such as P, PI, PID [15] and advanced
controllers such as Time-Series, Fuzzy and other
intelligent controllers. The Data Architecture block
contains the functional blocks to capture the
performance data of the Application Server
component control system models, analyze data,
identify patterns and create knowledge base. The
subsequent sections explain this block in detail and
the data that is exchanged between these blocks.

II. PROBLEM AND RELATED WORK
Application Layers play a significant role in today’s
IT environments. They host applications and provide
services ranging from individual consumers to the
Enterprise users. It is obvious that such Application
Servers exhibit high performance all the times. There
are solutions applying control systems to self-manage
the performance using adaptive controllers. Many of
them are specific solutions to manage the
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<inputParam2> </inputParam2>
<inputParam3> </inputParam3>
<inputParam4> </inputParam4>
</component-name>
</model>
Fig. 2 : Sample MISO Model Template in xml

B. Example Models – JMS Providers
The following Fig 3 shows the xml definition of
representing the ARMA model of JMS Provider.
<model>
<jms>
<outputParam>
msgTPut
</outputParam>
<inputParam1>noSub</inputParam1>
</jms>
</model>

Fig. 1: Intelligent Control Architecture

At every sample interval the control loops shown are
run, where the data architecture block analyzes the
real time data, sends a “Context Pattern” to the
Feedback block. The context pattern object contains
the controller to be used and other information
required for tuning the controlled input to the
Application Server to achieve the desired
performance.

Fig. 3 : JMS Provider SISO Model Template.

.
The above shown model template can be represented
by the following (2) as SISO model
msgTput (t + 1) = a msgTput(t) + b noSub(t)
(2)
‘a’ and ‘b’ are the model parameters. This model will
be transformed into a column oriented database
during the initialization of the Application Servers.

IV. MODEL TEMPLATES – UML DESIGN
Control System solutions require the Application
Server components models to tune their performance.
The typical models adopted are ARMA models [16].
Equation (1) below shows a simple SISO system
model.
y(t + 1) = ay(t) + bu(t)

V. DATA ARCHITECTURE
This section explains the Data Architecture block of
the Intelligent Control Architecture in the Fig 1.
Effective data organization is important for analyzing
the performance data; infer meaningful patterns to
enable tuning the managed system. We propose to
use a Column oriented database to capture
performance data and will be periodically moved to a
persistent storage when its patterns are defined as
rules in the knowledge base. The Fig 4 below shows
the proposed Data Architecture with two parts in it
 Data Organization: It deals with the parsing the
model templates and capturing the data. The
Data Modeler deals with transforming model
templates of the Application Server components
into the column oriented database. The Data
Monitor updates the performance data.
 Data Analysis: It has a generic data access layer
to fetch the performance data, which will be
consumed by the Data Analyzer to analyze the
data, identify patterns and generate Context
Patterns.

(1)

A. Model Templates
The feedback control system uses ARMA models and
we have considered the same to represent the
Application Server components in our solution.
The models of different JEE server [17] components
such as JMS Providers [18], EJB Servers [19] , Web
Servers are captured as SISO or MISO model [20]
templates consisting of all possible output parameters
for the server components. These are pre-defined
models used to capture the associated performance
data in the faster access database.
The pre-built model templates are separately
packaged as XML resource files by the server
component developers along with the compiled
source. These templates are used at the Application
Server initialization to create the database and
estimate the different model parameters at runtime.
The Fig 2 below shows the definition of a model
template
<model>
<component-name>
<outputParam> </outputParam>
<inputParam1> </inputParam1>
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The first challenge of faster data access is addressed
by choosing a column oriented database [21]. It is
used to capture the data that provides data sequence
for a given parameter which is a useful input for
easier data analysis and identifying the patterns. The
second challenge is handled by moving the data to a
persistent storage periodically. The data analyzer
generates context patterns periodically, generates
rules from those context patterns, capture in the
knowledge base. Such rules represent the patterns
associated with the data and hence the data will be
moved to a persistent storage. Thus the amount of
data associated to study the past data; the mechanism
to analyze and predict the future patterns is much
simpler and light weight mechanism.

Fig. 4 : Data Architecture

A. Context Pattern
Context Pattern is an object that contains the
predicted values for the future output parameter
values, that reflects the behavior of the components
of the Application Server. Additional parameters are
also predicted such as percentage of CPU usage,
Memory usage. Additionally for such a predicted
behavior the suitable controller required to be applied
is also set. The Fig 5 below shows a sample Context
Pattern.
<ContextPattern>
<Pattern>SuddenVariations</Pattern>
<OutParam>MessageThroughput</OutParam>
<OutParamVal>50</OutParamVal>
<InParam>Smax</InParam>
<InParamVal>75</InParamVal>
<ControllerType>Fuzzy</ControllerType>
<CPU>75</CPU>
<MEM>68</MEM>
</ContextPattern>

The following are the different data elements
involved based on the model templates:
 Input parameters
 Output parameters
 Model Parameter Constants
 Controller Gains

Fig. 5 : Context Pattern

The Column oriented database supports SQL [22] and
fetches the data column wise rather than row wise
thereby providing faster data access. Such a data
structure enables the Pattern Analysis algorithms to
easily extract the behavior. The following Table II
below shows a sample Table structure of a column
oriented database for a JMS Provider.
TABLE II : JMS PROVIDER COLUMN ORIENTED
DATA
Message
Subscriber
Publisher broker CP
Throughpu s
s
s
U
t

The context pattern either determines to choose an
appropriate controller or it suggests an action to be
taken to cater to the future needs. The Table I below
shows the action to be taken based on the context
pattern generated. The mapping between the Context
Pattern values and the Controller to be chosen or the
action to be taken is stored as control selection rules
in the Data Architecture block in Fig 1.
Table I : Context Patterns Controller Mapping
Context Patterns
Sl.
Controller
No Pattern Identified
Action
Type
1.
Sudden Variations
Fuzzy
2.
Quick Adaptation
PID
Time3.
Gradual Increase
Series
Time4.
Constant
Series
New
5.
Resource shortage
Server
Instance
Drastic
System
6.
Performance
Audit
Degrdation

It is easy to add additional input parameters at
runtime when it is observed that there are other
factors affecting the system performance.
C. Data Analysis - Knowledge base
Data Analysis and Pattern Identification is another
important functional building block of the Data
Architecture shown in Fig 1. Once the performance
data is available in the database, through generic data
access layer, the Data Analyzer fetches the data.
Initially the knowledge base is empty and every time
a Context Pattern is generated it is written to the
knowledge base. We used a simple custom rule
mechanism which is XML based that stores condition
and action to be taken. The following Fig 6 shows a
XML rule template Context Pattern used to store as a
rule.
<rule>
<name> </name>
<component> </component>

B. Data Organisation – Performance Data
The model templates defined for different server
components will have a lot of data associated during
runtime. It is desired that there is a faster data query
mechanism, and the growing data volume should not
be an overhead on the self-managing architecture.
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A. Data Model
The Data Modeler is a simple Java class implemented
to read model templates and create tables in the
column oriented database. We have used MonetDB
[25] to store the model templates. But we are
exploring to identify a light weight in memory
column database. Currently the XML model
templates have to be created manually. A tool
implementation is in progress that allows creating the
templates easily.

<if>
<property-1>
<name> </name>
<value> </value>
</property-1>
<property-2>
<name> </name>
<value> </value>
</property-2>
<property-3>
<name> </name>
<value> </value>
</property-3>
<property-n>
<name> </name>
<value> </value>
</property-n>
</if>
<then>
<ControllerType></ControllerType>
</then>
</rule>

B. Knowledge base
A simple custom rule engine is developed that stores
the knowledge base in XML format. A set of java
classes are implemented to create the rules using the
context pattern object generated. The following Fig 8
shows a sample knowledge base that is created for a
context pattern of JMS Providers.
<rule>
<name>JMS-MsgTput-Pattern1</name>
<component>jms</component>
<if>
<property-1>
<name>Smax</name>
<value>125</value>
</property-1>
<property-2>
<name>MsgTput</name>
<value>160</value>
</property-2>
<property-3>
<name>Pattern</name>
<value>SuddenVariation</value>
</property-3>
<property-4>
<name>CPU</name>
<value>64</value>
</property-4>
<property-4>
<name>ThresholdViolation</name>
<value>Yes</value>
</property-4>
</if>
<then>
<ControllerType>Fuzzy</ControllerType>
<NwSrvrInstance>False</NwSrvrInstance>
<modelparam-1>1</modelparam-1>
<modelparam-2>0.28</modelparam-2>
</then>
</rule>

Fig. 6 : Sample Rule Template

There is a rich collection of Pattern Recognition [23]
and Data Mining [24] techniques and we use some of
them in our solution such as Time-Series, Episode
Discovery, Outlier Analysis, and Association Rules.
D. Model and Data Organisation - Algorithm
The following Fig 7 shows the algorithm of creating
templates the knowledge base is created. The control
loop is run periodically and in each loop ‘n’ columns
of the output parameter is analyzed. After each loop
context pattern is transformed into a rule, written to
the knowledge base.




Create model templates
Set the periodicity of control loop (p)
For every interval ‘p’
o Read ‘n’ columns of output param
o Analyze the data and generate
Context
Pattern(prediction
algorithms are run)
o Convert the Context Pattern into
rules of the knowledge base
o After ‘m’ control loops, call Data
Mover to move all the
performance data into a persistent
storage
Fig. 7 : Data Organisation Algorithm

Fig. 8 : A sample Rule for JMS Provider tuning

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

A primitive implementation of the proposed solution
is implemented using Java and XML.

In this paper we proposed control system model and
data architecture that provides templates to represent
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the various server components of the Application
Server. Also, the solution exploited the mechanisms
to capture, organize and use the data associated with
these models for effective prediction of the future
patterns of the components. The current solution is a
subset of the bigger research problem that we are
trying to address dealing with development of a
generic end-to-end framework that enables in creating
robust Application Servers that are more adaptive and
self-managing in performance management. We
have implemented various controllers for the JEE
server components with encouraging results
[10][11]112] but most of the implementation is
simulation based. We intend to extend our work in
validating our theory by running in actual Application
Server environments. The end goal our research is to
enable the design, modeling and runtime of
Application Servers with inherent self-managing
capabilities. We have implemented a prototype
solution that supports control system concepts as first
class elements in UML modeling [26]. We inted to
integrate the model templates creation discussed in
this paper during the UML design of the server
components.
.
Additionally we want to explore Java based rule
engines such as Jess [27] and evaluate against our
custom rule engine. The proposed architecture
implementation is primitive and it requires
enahancement to complete the implemenation of all
the components shown and evalute the results in
different run time environments.
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